ELIGIBLE ADAPTIVE EQUIPMENT LIST

Equipment from independent suppliers is not covered by the GM New Vehicle Limited Warranty. GM is not responsible for the safety or quality of independent supplier alterations. Please consult the vehicle alterer making changes to your vehicle to ensure that the work done on your vehicle is consistent with the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Act.

STEERING SYSTEM
• Adaptive Steering Devices
• Steering Controls
• Foot-Control Steering
• Horizontal Steering
• Steering Column Extension
• Steering System - Emergency Backup
• Steering System - Reduced and Zero Effort

SEATS
• Extended Travel Transfer Seat¹
• Safety Belt Extenders
• Turn-Out Swivel Seat¹
• Vinyl Seat Cover² (front seating area only)

VEHICLE ENTRY
• Assist Handle³
• Assist Step/Running Board³ ($200 maximum, eligible only if not available as a GM option or accessory.)
• Ramp
• Transfer Platform
• Wheelchair and/or Scooter Lift

DRIVER POSITION
• Driving Consoles for Relocation of Secondary Controls
• Elbow Switches
• Gear Selector Lever for Left Hand
• Power Channels/Power Pan
• Turn Signal Lever for Right Hand
• Wheelchair Tie-Down and/or Lockdown System

BRAKE/ACCELERATOR SYSTEMS
• Brakes – Reduced Effort
• Brake System – Emergency Backup
• Hand Controls
• Parking Brake – Push/Pull Control
• Parking Brake – Electric³
• Parking Brake – Extension Lever
• Pedal Extenders³
• Servo-Assisted Hand Controls
• Left-Foot Accelerator

OTHER VEHICLE MODIFICATIONS
• OnStar®⁴ TTY Equipment
• Inverter Installation³
• Joystick Driving Systems
• Lowered Floor
• Quad Key Holder/Turner
• Raised Roof/Door (when used with a lift)
• Remote Opener for Liftgate³ ($500 maximum, eligible only if not available as a GM option or accessory.)
• Wheelchair/Scooter Carrier⁵
• Wheelchair/Scooter Hoist

For more information about our aftermarket equipment reimbursement program, call 1-800-323-9935, TTY 1-800-833-9935.

GENERAL MOTORS MOBILITY

¹GM Mobility will not reimburse for relocation of, or modification to, GM original equipment seats or seat tracks. But, GM Mobility will reimburse for the removal and installation of upfitter seat and equipment. "Front seating area only. Only if vinyl or leather seats/surfaces are not available as a factory option. "Physician’s validation required. "OnStar® services require vehicle electrical system (including battery), wireless service and GPS satellite signals to be available and operating for features to function properly. Subscription Service Agreement required. OnStar® acts as a link to existing emergency service providers. Visit onstar.com for details and system limitations. "Trailer hitches are not reimbursable. "Vehicles shown in this brochure have been altered or upfitted with equipment from independent suppliers. General Motors does not assume responsibility for the quality, safety, or efficiency of aftermarket adaptive equipment or installation and cannot guarantee that such modifications comply with all applicable safety standards. Consumers should obtain complete information and references prior to purchasing such devices and having a vehicle adapted. ©2016 General Motors. All rights reserved. The marks appearing in this ad are the trademarks or service marks of GM, its subsidiaries, affiliates, or licensors.